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From History to Chronicle:
Rabelais Rewriting Herodotus*
H. H. GLIDDEN
"Qu'il n'y ait hystoire que tu ne tienne en memoire presente. . . ."
Pantagruel, viii
Renaissance writers of many sorts picked old chestnuts on favorite
topics out of Herodotus' Histories. Philologists repeated the story of
Psammetichus' experimental method for discovering the original race
of mankind; physicians invoked the example of Croesus' son, who
was cured of his muteness when he saw his father under attack and
shouted a warning; moralists approved the wisdom of the Egyptian
king Amasis, who claimed that a man must have leisure time for
talking with friends as a bow must have time unstrung — too much
tautness is not a good thing. There was a passage in Herodotus for
every reader; and, of course, each passage looked different to different
readers, for, as Montaigne noted, invoking Herodotus' insight, every-
thing the Egyptians do looks backwards to non-Egyptians. Some
readers found Herodotus a reliable guide, others found him a strain
upon their credulity. When a French translation of the Histories
became available in the 1550s, the ranks of the disbelievers were
greatly extended. The Hellenist Henri Estienne felt compelled to
offer a vigorous defense of the great antique observer of cultural
* This article is an expanded version of a paper presented at the meeting of the
South Central Modern Language Association held in San Antonio (October 1982).
I wish to thank the Committee on Research of Tulane University for supporting
research towards completion of the final draft.
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diversity. His Traite preparatif a VApologie pour Herodote (1555) was
one of many works that used Herodotean evidence to argue for
appreciation of the relativity of customs.
For his treatise on this topic, De Legibus Connubialibus, the jurist
Andre Tiraqueau used a translation, now lost, of Herodotus prepared
by Francois Rabelais. The Rabelais translation also provided Tira-
queau with many snippets of Herodotus that were useful for the
support of the polemical thesis of De Legibus— namely, that women
are innately inferior to men no matter what the evidence of customs.
Whether Rabelais supported Tiraqueau's side of the querelle desfemmes
or not is unknown.' About his translation of Herodotus, little is
known except that it was regarded as an advance over the Latin
translation by Lorenzo Valla. The distinguished biographer of Ra-
belais, Jean Plattard, even seems uncertain about which book of the
Histories was translated by "le plus erudit des Franciscains," the learned
monk Rabelais. In his Adolescence de Rabelais, Plattard indicates that
Tiraqueau cited Rabelais as the translator of Book One, and added
that the translation was undoubtedly made from Greek into Latin
"puisqu'il se proposait de combler une lacune de la translation latine
enterprise et laissee inachevee par I'humaniste italien Laurent Valla."^
If we turn to Rabelais' own work, there is scant evidence to indicate
either which book of the Histories he translated or how well he knew
the entire text. Plattard notes a mere seven instances of borrowings
from Herodotus in Rabelais' Gargantua, Pantagruel, Tiers Livre and
Quart Livre; these borrowings, taken from various books of the
Histories, are scattered throughout the oeuvre. Some of the borrowings
appear to be indirect, that is, quoted from texts by Rabelais' contem-
poraries or by Roman anthologists. In only three of the borrowings
is Herodotus mentioned by name.^
' A discussion of Rabelais' contact with Tiraqueau is found in Roland Antonioli,
Rabelais et la medecine (Geneva 1976), pp. 10-12. Antonioli also speculates on how
the issues raised in the querelle des femmes may have shaped Rabelais' comic art, p.
12.
^ Jean Plattard, LAdolescence de Rabelais en Poitou (Paris 1923), p. 13. Rabelais was
called "le plus erudit des Franciscains" by his fellow monk and humanist Pierre Amy
{LAdolescence, p. 21). Plattard later amended his statement to say that Rabelais
translated Book Two of Herodotus. See his Vie de Rabelais (Paris and Brussels 1928),
p. 24.
' Plattard, LOeuvre de Rabelais (Sources, Invention, Composition), (Paris 1910), pp.
197-98. The passages Plattard attributes to acquaintance with Herodotus are the
following: Pantagruel, xxiv, in which Panurge proposes to shave the head of the
messenger to see if a secret message is written on his scalp (Herodotus, V, 35); ibid.,
in which Panurge boasts that he belongs to the race of Zopyrus, keeper of the gates
of Babylon (Herodotus, 111, 153); Tiers Livre, xxiv, on the Argives who swore to shave
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Because the textual evidence for Rabelais' encounter with Hero-
dotus' Histories is so slender, scholars have either steered clear of the
topic or settled for comparison of the two writers in very general
terms (thus, for example, M. A. Screech suggests, without elaboration,
that Herodotus' work "strangely prefigures" Rabelais' own'*). But
this situation means that one of the most intriguing possibilities for
a "case study" of a Renaissance writer using classical material has
not been made. Most of the Renaissance writers who sprinkled their
works with classical borrowings were not, unlike Rabelais, fluent in
both Greek and Latin, and most did not translate their sources from
originals — they borrowed from others' translations and from com-
pendia and anthologies.^ Our evidence for Rabelais' reading of
Herodotus is not great, but it is enough to assert that this reading,
unlike most made by Renaissance writers, was not piecemeal, eclectic,
mediated.
There are, of course, many ways for a writer's encounter with
another writer's text to be reflected in his text. Everything from an
overall design — say, a journey or quest design — to a detail can be
taken over more or less directly. The intertextual process can also
be much more reactive or polemical: the read text can be parodied,
inverted, distorted, deconstructed. The read text can be alluded to
or emblemized, woven through the second text or encoded in S
portion of it. The possibilities are legion. In this paper, I will try to
argue that Rabelais did not use Herodotus' text directly (thus the
scant references) but that he did, frequently and with his characteristic
cleverness, use the Greek's text much as Freud says dreamers use
the events and activities of their childhoods and their waking lives.
their heads until Tyrea was captured from the Spartans (Herodotus, I, 82); Tiers
Livre, xix, concerning King Psammetichus and his search for the original race of
mankind (Herodotus, II, 2); Tiers Livre, xxxiv, in which Rabelais cites the women of
Mendes island as proof of female promiscuity (Herodotus, II, 46); Quart Livre, xx,
where the Cabiri are mentioned (Herodotus, II, 52); and Quart Livre, xxviii, where
Rabelais cites Herodotus on the origin of Pan (Herodotus, II, 145). My text of
reference is The Histories, translated by Aubrey de Selincourt (Baltimore 1966).
Further quotations from Herodotus are designated by book and page numbers in
this edition.
* Screech, Rabelais (Ithaca 1979), p. 7. Screech speculates further: "it may be with
an eye on Herodotus that Rabelais chose to call his comic tales by the name of
Chronicles." Lucian is cited as the other Greek author whom Rabelais translated
from Greek into Latin.
^ Among the compendia that served as a conduit for classical commonplaces were
the Adages of Erasmus; the Officina of Ravisius Textor; the De honesta disciplina of
Critinus; and the Moralia of Plutarch. Erasmus' Adages and his Apophthegmata were
read widely by humanists of Rabelais' generation.
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That is, by processes that resemble condensation, displacement and
distortion, Rabelais drew heavily upon Herodotus' Histories. I will try
to show that the precondition for this textual play was an affinity of
mentalite between the two writers. To illuminate the mentalite, I will
indicate three basic topoi — reflections of this mentalite — that both
the writers employed in their works.
What follows, then, is frankly speculative, speculatively interpretive.
From a bare list of borrowings like the one Plattard drew up, nothing
about Rabelais' reading of Herodotus could be conjectured. A spec-
ulative account must look into the items on this list and then go
forward guided by a sense of how these writers' imaginations worked
and how their texts were made. So, let me begin by examining in
detail the two significant items on Plattard's list and then using this
examination to point to the topoi which will, I think, illuminate the
imaginative encounter Rabelais made with the Greek text.
I. Rabelais' citations of Herodotus
Among the episodes in which Rabelais cites Herodotus by name is
the celebrated death of Pan story (IV, xxviii). The Pantagruelists
have alighted on the island of the Macreons ("long-lived ones") after
a tempest had blown them off course. The landscape suggests antiq-
uity: monuments and tombs, pyramids, obelisks and crumbling temples
lie amidst the dense and shady trees. The vestiges are inscribed with
lettering in hieroglyphic, Ionic and other venerable scripts. The
silence of the forest and its noble markers recalls a graveyard in
which the souls of great men dwell; in fact, the chief Macrobe tells
of Demons and Heroes who live in this stately preserve, and of the
greeting that such souls offer great men about to join them. He states
the belief, attributed to the ancients, that nature conspires to alert
the living that a great man is about to die: "Au trespas d'un chascun
d'iceulx, ordinairement oyons nous par la forest grandes et pitoyables
lamentations, et voyons en terre pestes, vimeres et afflictions, en I'air,
troublemens et tenebres, en mer, tempeste et fortunal" ("At the
Death of every one of them we commonly hear in the Forest loud
and mourneful Groans, and the whole Land is infested with Pestilence,
Earthquakes, Inundations and other Calamities; the Air with Fogs
and Obscurity, and the Sea with storms and hurricanes").^ Natural
® Quart Livre, xxvi, 612. Quoted material is taken from the following edition:
Oeuvres completes, ed. Jacques Boulenger (Paris 1955). Further references are desig-
nated by book, chapter and page number, and incorporated into the body of the
paper. — All the English translations of Rabelais are cited from The Works of Mr
Francis Rabelais, 1653, repr. London 1931, by the Navarre Society by book, chapter
and page number: here from Book IV, c. 26, p. 174.
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calamities were thus construed as portents of earthly loss. Rabelais
uses this occasion to praise his deceased patron, Guillaume Du Bellay,
and then has Pantagruel assert that all ethereal souls ("toutes ames
intellectives") are exempt from death. As evidence of their immor-
tality, he offers the story of the death of Pan (IV, xxviii, 617-19).
According to Robert Marichal, Rabelais translated the Pan episode
directly from his favored source, Plutarch, whose De defectu oraculorum,
xvii, includes the story of how a boatman named Thamous was
instructed by voices from afar to announce Pan's death to the people
of Paloda, who, on hearing the news, lament loudly, in chorus, like
one voice.' Tiberius Caesar, on hearing of Pan's death, sends for
Thamous and questions him. He believes the boatman's story, but
he also seeks corroboration by asking his scholars to confirm Pan's
identity. They inform him that Herodotus held Pan to be "filz de
Mercure et de Penelope" and that Cicero also reports this parentage.^
Rabelais then has Pantagruel offer an allegorical interpretation of
the story in which Pan is identified with Christ, "Nostre Tout," the
great shepherd, who "loves not only his sheep but his shepherds
also," and who was lamented when he died not just by a town but
by the whole universe.
At first glance, the reference to Herodotus seems minor and
contained. But, if we look again at the allegorical interpretation
Pantagruel offers, in which no mention of Herodotus appears, and
examine it for Herodotean content, the whole episode takes on
another dimension. In Herodotus' Book Two, the one Rabelais
probably translated, we learn that the Egyptians refused to sacrifice
goats, male or female, because they "believe Pan to be one of the
eight gods who existed before the subsequent twelve" (II, 121). Most
strict in this observance are the Mendesian peoples, who love all their
goats, and one above all. As Herodotus explains: "when [the revered
one] dies the whole province goes into mourning" (II, 121).
It is not possible to assert unequivocally that Rabelais had this
Egyptian practice in mind as he constructed his allegory on the Pan
story, or that he intended to place a layer of curious ethnography
beneath the ultimately serious crucifixion story. We do know, however,
that when he wrote his Tiers Livre he had remembered the Mendesians,
for there he notes that the Mendesian women are so promiscuous
that they find pleasure in goats (III, xxxiv, 451). On this point,
Rabelais cites Herodotus and Strabo. But it is not likely that he
' Cited in the Marichal edition of the Quart Livre, Textes Litteraires Fran^ais
(Geneva 1947), p. 136.
8 Herodotus 11, 160.
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consulted his writer's text anywhere but in his memory, for in
Herodotus only one Mendesian woman, not the whole population,
was given to pleasure with goats. It is, however, this passage on the
Mendesians which also contains the report on their attitude toward
goat sacrifice and their mourning for their most revered goat.
In Rabelais' Pan story and allegory, it is likely that Herodotus' text
plays a larger role than the direct citation indicates — but this is not
provable. The case for a wider net of reference is stronger in
Pantagruel, xv, where Rabelais sets the scene for the battle with the
Dipsodes. Pantagruel started off from Paris after hearing news that
the Dipsodes had invaded the land of the Amaurotes. His hearty
band has set out on their first expedition; before they advance to
meet the enemy, Pantagruel enjoins them to pause and deliberate
upon a strategy. The individuals swear allegiance to their prince and
boast about how they will spy on the enemy. As war is not thinkable
without reference to heroes of classical antiquity, his lieutenants
Panurge, Epistemon, Eusthenes and Carpalim all prepare to go behind
enemy lines by emulating venerable models. The choice his trickster
Panurge makes is revealing:
Je (dist Panurge) entreprens de entrer en leur camp par le meillieu
des guardes at du guet, et bancqueter avec eulx et bragmarder a leurs
despens, sans estre congneu de nully, visiter I'artillerie, les tentes de
tous les capitaines et me prelasser par les bandes, sans jamais estre
descouvert. Le diable ne me affineroit pas, car je suis de la lignee de
Zopyre. (II, xxv, 272-73)
"My self (said Panurge) will undertake to enter into their camp, within
the very midst of their guards, unespied by their watch, and merrily
feast and lecher it at their cost, without being known of any to see
the Artillery and the Tents of all the Captaines, and thrust myself in
with a grave and magnifick carriage, amongst all their troopes and
companies, without being discovered; the devill would not be able to
peck me out with all his circumventions: for I am of the race of
Zopyrus." (II, 24, 273)
In the Histories III, 237-241, Herodotus had related the story of
Zopyrus, who helped his King Darius defeat the Assyrians by muti-
lating himself and slipping into Babylon to feign friendship with the
enemy. Panurge, too, sees himself as an infiltrator penetrating the
enemy walls without, of course, suffering the horrible mutilations.^
On one level, the reference to Zopyrus is simple. On another —
Rabelais' more characteristically complex one — it is a sign or emblem
^ The Zopyrus story is also found in Erasmus' Adages II, x, 64. Rabelais was
acquainted with the Adages but also knew his Herodotus, as I shall attempt to show.
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for the entire personality and purpose of Panurge. Consider the
strategy of Zopyrus in its full Herodotean detail: he was to gain the
confidence of the Assyrians and eventually be entrusted with the keys
to the gates of the city. In fact, his deception was so thorough that
"Zopyrus was now the one and only soldier in Babylon, the city's
hero, and was created General in Chief and Guardian of the Wall"
(Herodotus, II, 240). Zopyrus showed his cunning by eventually
opening the city gates and admitting the Persians into Babylon.
Zopyrus is remembered chiefly, then, as the keeper of the gates.
Panurge is Rabelais' Zopyrus, both in his craft and in his role as
sentinel. Was it not he who taught Pantagruel an original new way
to build the walls of Paris? '"
In and around the Dipsodian War, Rabelais wove a texture of
allusion to Herodotus' history of the Persian War. Plattard neglected
to list one of the more revealing borrowings. The scene is the merry-
making after the first skirmish with the invading Dipsodes. Panurge
has felled the enemy by military and strategic cunning; the victorious
Pantagruelists then boast of the sexual conquests they will make.
Epistemon reassures his master that he will not fail to rally when
military duty calls:
Je vous las rends a roustir ou boillir, a fricasser ou mettre en paste.
^
Ilz ne sont en si grand nombre comma avoit Xarces, car il avoit trente
cans mille combatans, si croyaz Herodota at Troga Pompone. Et
toutasfois Thamistoclas a pau da gans las dasconfit. Na vous souciaz,
pour Dieu. (II, xxvi, 279)
"Basta, (said Epistamon), enough of that, I will not faila to bring tham
to you, aithar to rosta or to boila, to fry or put in paste; they are not
so many in number, as were in the army of Xerxes, for he had thirty
hundred thousand fighting men, if you balaava Herodotus and Trogus
Pompaius: and yet Themistocles with a few man overthrew them all:
for Gods sake take you no care for that." (II, 26, 279).
Panurge, not to be outdone by his mate, replies with a sexual /
military sweep:
Merde! marde! (dist Panurge). Ma seule braguette espoussetera tous
les hommes, et sainct Ballatrou, qui dedans y repose, decrottera toutes
las femmas. (Ibid.)
"Cobsminnia, Cobsminnie, (said Panurge) my Codpiece alone shall
suffice to overthrow all the men; and my St. Sweephole, that dwells
within it, shall lay all the women squat upon their backs." (II, 26,
279)
'" See below, p. 210 passim.
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The source is the Histories VII, 70; but the source has much more
to tell us about the genesis of the chapter than would appear. The
chapter in Rabelais relates how Panurge ambushed the invading
cavalry. What was his tactic? He enticed the horsemen into ropes laid
on the ground. What this trick has in common with the text of
Herodotus is the image of troops in a circle:
The counting was done by first packing ten thousand men as close
together as they could stand and drawing a circle round them on the
ground; they were then dismissed, and a fence, about navel-high, was
constructed around the circle; finally other troops were marched into
the area thus enclosed and dismissed in their turn, until the whole
army [1,700,000] had been counted. After the counting, the army
was reorganized in divisions according to nationality.
Rabelais' memory is inflated; he must have recalled that the army
of Xerxes was large, that is all. Is it not likely that Rabelais was
impressed with Herodotus' account of the measuring technique, as
well? In the preceding chapter (xxvi), the narrator relates how a
clever tactic brought the enemy cavalry to its defeat. To summarize:
the Pantagruelists were spotted by the enemy Dipsodian cavalry
which, to defend their land, comes riding toward their ship. Panurge
refuses to go beneath the hull and takes charge of defending the
ship. His strategy is to cast two ropes out onto the ground, at a
distance from the ship and, using Eustenes and Carpalim as decoys,
to lure the enemy cavalry into his net by pretending that his men
will surrender. When the Dipsodian horsemen arrive, their horses
slip and slide on the mud around the ship; when other horsemen
arrive with reinforcements, Panurge gives the signal, and the ropes
are hauled back toward the ship. In eff^ect, he lassoes the enemy,
bringing them to their knees. In what shape was the trap laid? In
the shape of a large circle, with a second concentric circle inside it.
The allusion to Herodotus and to the size of Xerxes' army, at the
end of the chapter, is then the cue that the fuller context came to
bear on the episode as well. Without recalling the detail of the
Herodotean source, Rabelais may well have associated the peculiar
mode of calculating with the size of the army; what remained was
the image of troops herded together in a circle. That circle became
the vehicle of Panurge's battle plan:
les deux cordes se empestrerent entre les chevaulx et les ruoyent par
terre bien aysement avecques les chevaucheurs. (II, xxv, 275)
the two cables so entangled and impestered the legs of the horses,
that they were all of them thrown down to the ground easily, together
with their Riders. (II, 25, 275)
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The three different borrowings from Herodotus cited so far are
examples of the three topoi noted above as common to Rabelais' and
Herodotus' texts. The two writers employed: (1) folklore, or folk
stories, with roots in various cultures that indicate both the diversity
of cultures and certain underlying samenesses; (2) scatological stories
in which military conquests suggest sexual conquests either meta-
phorically or metonymically, and both kinds of conquests assert the
place of the corporeal in any true view of the world; and (3) stories
presenting complex quantifications, or measurements that at once
survey terrain or human artifices and put this material world in a
transcendent perspective. Let me now take these topoi one by one,
starting with the last, to show how Rabelais read, and used, Herodotus
in a way that involved no direct citations.
II. The World Quantified
In Herodotus' Histories, as in the Rabelaisian chronicles, measurements
serve to authenticate amazing tales. The strange is thus presented as
if it were "natural" (i.e. quantifiable). What Herodotus displays as a
story-teller is the instinct to map, inventory, measure — in short, to
quantify the space of his historical world. Herodotus began Book
Two, his Egyptian journey, by calculating the length and width, of
the Mediterranean coastline, the proximity of one city to another,
the course of the Nile. His precision serves to inscribe the unknown
within a fixed frame of reference, and thus to domesticate it. He
writes of a pharaoh who had statues of himself built 40 feet high in
Ethiopia; his son had obelisks built not less than 12 feet across; his
successor erected statues measuring 38 feet high, and his successor,
Cheops, ordered pyramids built towering 800 feet high. The list
rambles on with marvel after marvel studiously calculated. Egypt is
thus understood mathematically: its dikes form geometrical patterns
(II, 141); its three hundred and forty-one generations of kings are
reckoned at 11,340 years; its festivals number "as many as seven
hundred thousand men and women — excluding children" (II, 126).
Herodotus was overwhelmed by a labyrinth containing three thousand
rooms arranged in upper and lower stories: "the baffling and intricate
passages . . . were an endless wonder to me" (II, 161). Elsewhere
Herodotus notes truly amazing statistics: blades of wheat that measure
three inches across (I, 92) and a shrine that was fashioned out of
twenty-two tons of gold (I, 87). His sizing-up has the ironic effect of
poising his chronicle on the boundary between history and fantasy.
Numbers are intended to counteract the myth-making of the poets,
but in Herodotus' hands the calculus has the effect of representing
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size, rather than objects themselves. Height and weight signal a
transcending of the quantification he intended and move the Histories
toward the mystification they are intended to eradicate."
Rabelais' chronicle moves in the same direction more self-con-
sciously: by stressing incredible heights and weights, he aims at mystical
truths, transhistorical observations, idealized modes of living. His
mockery is, ultimately, elevating. To achieve his purpose, Rabelais
appears to be aping, more than once, the exaggerations of his
predecessor. The genealogy of Pantagruel numbers some three dozen
forebears; his father Gargantua begat him "en son eage de quatre
cens quatre-vingtz quarante et quatre ans" (II, ii, 177: "at the age
of foure hundred, fourescore fourty and foure years," II, 2, 179),
and numerous lists fill the book. The later Gargantua offers even
sharper similarities. The genealogy of Gargantua was found in a field
where diggers unearthed a huge, bronze tomb, "long sans mesure"
(I, i, 8); compare this extraordinary tomb with Herodotus' passage
recounting a smith's discovery of the body of Orestes: "as I was
digging I came on a huge coffin — ten feet long. I couldn't believe
that men were ever larger than they are today, so I opened it — and
there was the corpse, as big as the coffin" (I, 39). Note, furthermore,
Rabelais' precision in tabulating the survivors of the mock catastrophe
that follows:
Lors, en soubriant, [Gargantua] destacha sa belle braguette, et, tirant
sa mentule en I'air, les compissa si aigrement qu'il en noya deux cens
soixante mille quatre cens dix et huyt — sans les femmes et petitz
enfans. (I, xvii, 54)
Then smiling, he untied his faire Braguette, and drawing out his
mentul into the open aire, he so bitterly all-to-bepist them, that he
drowned two hundred and sixty thousand, foure hundred and eigh-
teen, besides the women and little children. (I, 17, 54)'^
Compare, moreover, the intricacy of Herodotus' three thousand room
labyrinth with the mathematical complexity of Rabelais' Abbey of
Thelema:
Entre chascune tour, au mylieu dudict corps de logis, estoit une viz
" Francois Hartog considers quantification to be a source of power over the
unknown: "Les joies de I'arpentage, c'est aussi, I'indice d'un pouvoir. Comment mieux
faire croire que Ton connait un edifice ou un pays, surtout s'il est lointain, qu'en
etant capable d'en fournir les mesures?" Le Miroir d'H'erodote. Essai sur la representation
de I'autre (Paris 1980), p. 347.
'^ This stock comic device is thought to be a pastiche of biblical narratives in
which reckoning excluded women and children; perhaps Herodotus' formula "ex-
cluding children" should be added to Rabelais' repertoire of comic sources as well.
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brizee dedans icelluy mesmes corps, de laquelle les marches estoient
part de porphyre, part de pierre numidicque, de marbre serpentin,
longues de xxij piedz; part I'espesseur estoit de troys doigtz, I'assiete
par nombre de douze entre chascun repous. (I, liv, 150)
Between every tower, in the midst of the said body of building, there
was a paire of winding (such as we now call lantern) staires, whereof
the steps were part of Porphyrie, part of Numidian stone, and part
of Serpentine marble, each of these steps being two and twenty foot
in length, and three fingers thick, and the just number of twelve
betwixt every rest, or, (as we now terme it) landing place. (I, 53, 154)
The symmetry of the edifice, with its mathematical perfection, inspires
aw^e, just as the labyrinth with its intricate passages provoked amaze-
ment in Herodotus. Rabelais is heir to an extensive Greco-Roman
number symbolism, but it is tempting to find in his Utopian structure
an impulse similar to the Greek historian's for civilizing open spaces
by measuring them. For what is a Utopia if not an emblem of order
representing the measured harmony of idealized human relations?
From the cost of Gargantua's ring estimated at the value of "soixante-
neuf millions huyt cens nonante et quatre mille dix et huyt moutons
a la grand laine" (I, viii, 30: "threescore nine millions, eight hundred
ninety foure thousand and eighteen French Crowns of Berrie," 1,8,
32), to the numerous attributes of the Lenten monster in Book Four,
sizing-up mystifies, even as it purports to delimit. Rabelaisian lists
slide from neat accumulations into monstrous fantasies.
III. Scatology in the Service of World-View
To a great degree, both Herodotus and Rabelais express curiosity,
even lust, for the life residing beneath culture's more chaste, cere-
monial exteriors. Their religious or mythic impulses were in constant
and complex relation with their admiration for the corporeal world.
Herodotus studied Egyptian festivals to find in them the origin of
Greek ceremonies and gods; he was struck by the similarities in the
worship of Dionysus, noting in particular that in both Egypt and
Greece an oversized phallus is paraded in the god's honor. What I
am suggesting is that Herodotus studied Egyptian culture the better
to study his own.
Rabelais studied Herodotus, similarly, the better to identify the
grotesque, bodily life that lay before him in its raw, chaotic immediacy.
In festivals, disembodied organs have a ritualistic importance; in
Rabelais' fiction, bodily parts stand in mockery of any airy mind that
would claim its own virtue disembodied, in other words, that it is
nobler than the carnal desires of its body. Rabelaisian personages
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break wind before meditating on lofty subjects; the young Gargantua
listens to the Scriptures while performing his bodily functions.
In Rabelais' text, festivals show the importance of the body, but
so, too, do military conquests. Particularly in the episodes of the
Dipsodian War — Rabelais' Persian War, so to speak — scatological
tales present the relation of the key corporeal loci of virtue: all is
bodily in love and war. I will examine two of these tales to show
their Herodotean foundations.
In Pantagruel, xxvii, 280-83, both Pantagruel and Panurge raise
trophies to mark their victory over the Dipsodes. Pantagruel, we
recall, raises his monument to his troops. It consists of a huge trunk
upon which the soldiers' gear is hung: saddles, harnesses, stirrups,
and more. Then he recites memorial verses dedicated to his army's
prowess. Pantagruel's rhetorical high style ("Ce fut icy qu'apparut la
vertus / De quatre preux et vaillans champions" — "Here was the
prowesse made apparent of / Foure brave and valiant champions of
proof" II, 27, 280) is parodied by Panurge's comic low style ("Ce
fut icy que mirent a baz culz / Joyeusement quatre gaillars pions" —
"Here was it that foure jovial blades sate down / To a profound
carowsing, and to crown . . ." II, 27, 281), and by the trophy he
erects: a stake bearing numerous animal parts. Other debasing re-
joinders follow: Pantagruel: "II n'est umbre que d'etendardz, il n'est
fumee que de chevaux et clyquetys que de harnoys" ("there is no
shadow like that of flying colours, no smoke like that of horses, no
clattering like that of armour" II, 27, 282); Epistemon: "II n'est
umbre que de cuisine, fumee que de pastez et clyquetys que de tasses"
("There is no shadow like that of the kitchin, no smoke like that of
pasties, and no clattering like that of goblets" II, 27, 282); Panurge:
"II n'est umbre que de courtines, fumee que de tetins et clyquetys
que de couillons" ("There is no shadow like that of the courtaines,
no smoke like that of womens breasts, and no clattering like that of
ballocks" II, 27, 282). Now there was nothing unusual about raising
monuments to celebrate victories. Rabelais' editors make the point
and common sense tells us so. What lurks, however, is a shadow
text — Herodotus' account of an Egyptian field general. To sum-
marize: whenever Sesostris encountered a courageous army, he erected
pillars on the spot inscribed with his own name and country, and a
sentence to indicate that by valor his forces had won the victory. If,
however, a town fell easily, without a struggle, he added to his
inscription on the pillar the image of female genitalia. By this he
meant that the people of that town were no braver than women (II,
102). As decorative genitalia signalled ignominious defeat in ancient
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Egypt, two monuments mark the spot where the 660 Dipsodian
knights went down, if not like women, at least "bien subtilement."
Let us look again at the two trophies in Pantagruel, xxvii, as both
echo and parody of a fragment from Herodotus' Egyptian book.
Pantagruel's monument is martial and his verses are grounded in
evangelical teachings. Panurge's emulation shows a literal debasement
("Ce fut icy que mirent a baz culz"); his monument consists of edibles,
and his verses celebrate the eating and drinking of the band. The
symmetry of the speeches is evident; Pantagruel's estrivieres, esperons
and haubert are matched by Panurge's aureilles de troys levraulx, rable
d'un lapin, mandibules d'un lievre. But special attention must be paid
to Panurge's mocking monument, an emblem of erotica in its own
right. Among its decoration are les comes du chevreul . . . puis les
aureilles de troys levraulx, le rable d'un lapin, les mandibules d'un lievre
("the homes of a roebuck . . . the eares of three levrets, the chine
of a coney, the jawes of a hare" II, 27, 281). Is it not arguable that
here Rabelais evoked the fair sex by metonymy, lapin being the
sixteenth-century term for the middle French noun conin?^^ The
comment a nom remains chastely hidden beneath the code of references
to game; but how much more explicit need Panurge be than to name
levraulx, lapin, and lievre, all derived from the libyo-iberian lapparo
(yielding lapereau and the Latin lepus, lapin, lievre) with its associzi-
tions?'"* Scatology is in this episode emblematic, taking off from the
Herodotean image of genitals affixed to a victory monument. In
Panurge's structure, the genitalia are present by verbal association.
Not so in the other chapter in which pudenda are not only evoked
metonymically, but become the building blocks of the edifice itself.
In one of the most obscene chapters in Rabelais' oeuvre, Panurge
suggests a strange new way to build the walls of Paris: "Je vois que
les callibistrys des femmes de ce pays sont a meilleur marche que les
pierres. D'iceulx fauldroit bastir les murailles . . ." (II, xv, 233: "I
see that the sine quo nons, kallibistris, or contrapunctus of the women
of this Countrey are better cheap than stones: of them should the
walls be built . . ." II, 15, 237). He notes further that the walls will
be tough and that they will not be struck by lightning ("ilz sont tous
benists ou sacrez"). Panurge the city-planner spins out other refine-
'^ E. Huguet, Dictionnaire de la langue frangaise du seiiihne siecle, v. 2, gives conin
as a diminutive mot litre denoting the female sex. According to Abel Lefranc, "I'ancien
et le moyen fran^ais disent conin, encore courant au XVT s. et que Rabelais lui-meme
emploie frequemment." The common word lapin would then be of more recent
usage. See his critical edition, Oeuvres de Francois Rabelais (Paris 1922), v. 4, p. 265.
'* Dictionnaire Robert (Paris 1966), v. 4, p. 41.
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ments of building and design to a Pantagruel who finds his scheme
is good fun: "Ho, ho, ha, ha, ha!"
Critics of Rabelais have kept their distance from this most grotesque
of walls, preferring discussion of the Lion-Fox fable that follows to
discussion of the wall's sexual symbolism.'^ The disembodied organs
have proved, like the fortification they pretend to be, impenetrable.
As an edifice, the walls stand mute, like an emblem, whose familiar
picture conceals a hidden message. The walls could be studied from
various angles (thematic, linguistic, sociological), but in this context
I will view them as a sign, or icon, whose presence signals a network
of intertextual reference: the walls of Paris have their analogue in
the Histories of Herodotus.
Let us turn to Herodotus and to the tale he told about the building
of the pyramids. In one account he reports that the pharaoh Cheops
sent his daughter to a brothel when his finances got low. In addition
to collecting the going rate, the daughter asked each client to
contribute a block of stone to her own, private collection. The stones
(so the story goes) produced a pyramid towering 150 feet high (II,
152). Herodotus relays this curiosity as is, without reflecting on it.
He does not draw the connection, but we may, between the two
elements of the story: sex and building stones. The individual stones
collected by the daughter are reminders of her trade; the accumulated
stones of the pyramid, piled high in their monumental mass, stand
as an emblem of women's alleged insatiability. At the very least, the
parallel is drawn between an edifice and building stones, the latter
representing the sex of which they are the sign.
That Panurge imagines the walls of Paris as pudenda is not then
so disconcerting as it seems at first reading. Instead of the pudenda
yielding up a massive stone edifice, as in Egypt, the pudenda of Paris
are building stones transmuted into an organic edifice, reversing the
Herodotean source. Rabelais underscores the balanced design of the
whole: ". . . les arrengeant par bonne symmeterye d'architecture et
mettant les plus grans au premiers rancz, et puis, en taluant a doz
d'asne, arranger les moyens et finablement les petitz . . ." (II, xv,
233: "ranging them in good symmetrie by the rules of Architecture,
and placing the largest in the first ranks, then sloping downwards
ridgewayes, like the back of an Asse. The middle sized ones must be
ranked next, and last of all the least and smallest" II, 15, 237),
'^ For Francois Rigelot, the walls are "la lourde facetie populaire dont le joyeux
compagnon use et abuse de fagon coutumiere. Aucune trouvaille stylistique ne vient
racheter ce comique ordurier un peu trop evident," Les Langages de Rabelais (Geneva
1972), p. 116.
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Panurge's construction is rationally ordered, yet the image of a wall
"a doz d'asne" would seem inappropriate, since the shape we would
expect for a wall is rectangular, not triangular, as suggested by the
verb "taluer," and by the arrangement of small organs on top of
larger ones. How fortuitously we cannot say, but does the symmetry
of the projected wall not evoke the geometrical perfection of the
pyramids, with its broad base and tapered sides? The wall so-designed
is the organic analogue of the stone structure.
The two scatological stories I have presented — the victory mon-
uments and the Walls of Paris — have common elements. They were
also, it seems, consciously related by Rabelais. Rabelais' editors have
noted Erasmus as the probable source for the patriotic saying of
Agesilas, Spartan king, that Pantagruel cites to open the topic of city
walls: "II n'est muraille que de os" ("there is no wall but of bones"
II, 15, 235). By this he means that the city whose citizens are virtuous
has no need for fortifications. How reminiscent of that wisdom,
however, is the claim that Pantagruel makes when the victory mon-
ument is raised: "II n'est umbre que d'estandardz." The banqueting
will end and the joyous band will set off again for new adventures.
Both remarks express the Roman ideal of civic virtue, but more to
our purpose is the structure of exchange between Pantagruel aryj
Panurge. In both the Walls of Paris and the Victory monument
chapters, Pantagruel prepares the comic ground with a sober dictum
ripe for debasing by Panurge. Whereas this interplay repeats itself
throughout the Pantagruel, it is only twice phrased in the terms quoted
here: in the two episodes under study. Finally, it is worth repeating
that what both chapters have in common is an edifice. Whether
victory monument or city walls, trophy or fortification, the fantasy
construct has as its foundation the relation of female parts to a
standing structure.
The argument for the relatedness of these two episodes is enhanced
by critics who find structural symmetry in the Pantagruel as a whole.
When Floyd Gray notes that "les exploits de Panurge chez les Turcs
et son plan pour les murailles de Paris annoncent le depart en
Dipsodie et ses stratagemes de guerre,'"^ he identifies a balanced
design that is confirmed by the link I have discovered in the specificity
of two episodes. The link becomes apparent only by identifying the
third term to which both have reference, the Egyptian tales of
Herodotus.
'^ Gray, Rabelais et I'kriture (Paris 1974), p. 63.
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IV. Folkloric Ordering
The third topos by which Rabelais structured his narratives is that
of folklore. Herodotus, too, repeated many tales from Egyptian lore —
some of which he declared nonsensical. In both texts, the folkloric
elements establish temporal and spatial relations: they relate historical
and mythical time, and they relate present geographical-political
entities and wondrous divisions of the world made by less pedestrian
means. Sometimes it seems that Rabelais echoes Herodotean sources
as he goes about his folkloric accounting. For example:
En ycelle [annee] les kalendes feurent trouvees par les breviares des
Grecz. Le moys de mars faillit en karesme, et fut la my-oust en mai.
. . . Le soleil bruncha quelque peu, comma debitoribus, a gauche, et la
lune varia de son cours plus de cinq toyzes. . . . (II, i, 171-172)
[in that yeare] the Calends were found by the Grecian Almanacks,
there was that year nothing of the moneth of March in the time of
Lent, and the middle of August was in May. . . . The Sunne . . .
tripped and stumbled a little towards the left hand, like a debtor
afraid of Serjeants, coming right upon him to arrest him: and the
Moon varied from her course above five fathom. (II, 1, 174)
As the epic of origins unfolds, time is at odds with itself. In that time
out of time, a race of giants is born, defying natural law and human
precedent: "le premier fut Chalbroth, / Qui engendra Sarabroth, /
Qui engendra Faribroth, / Qui engendra Hortali, qui fut beau
mangeur de souppes et regna au temps du deluge . . ." (II, i, 174).
The genealogy of Pantagruel includes biblical, mythological and
fictional ancestors. Be they "real" or not, they constitute an authentic
lineage, a past, that inscribes the giant in Time, a fictional Time.
Listen now to Herodotus:
Up to this point I have relied on the accounts given me by the
Egyptians and their priests. They declare that three hundred and
forty-one generations separate the first king of Egypt from the last I
have mentioned — the priest of Hephaestus — and that there was a
king and a high priest corresponding to each generation. . . . Four
times within this period the sun changed his usual position, thrice
rising where he normally sets, and twice setting where he normally
rises. (II, 158)
The historian charts dynasties and nations, their rise and fall, and
the fortunes of individual men. His chronicle is a means of truth-
telling and yet he records the wonders that blur the distinction
between history and fable.
Rabelais used folklore and, in particular, tales of origin, to amuse
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and to poke fun at philosophers whose abstract speculating he found
vain and useless. Geography is the privileged subject of such tales;
the land and its features appear eternal, and without cause, except
in terms of an extraordinary event. And so, Rabelais returned to the
mythical reign of King Pharamond, among others, to explain why
the leagues of France were so small in comparison with those of
other countries. As the story goes, young and frisky lads were
dispatched with fresh young maidens to chart the boundaries of the
lands. A stone was supposed to mark the spot each time a couple
stopped to frolic on the ground. The tale accounts for an apparently
random fact of geography as it is meant to do: the leagues of France
are shorter close to the capital (when the young were rested) and
longer far from the capital (when they had become tired and frolicked
only rarely). It also suggests the tie between sex and a modern
kingdom: the land is divided along the lines of play, not of political
expediency. Herodotus had a similar impulse for mythic geography.
He explains, for example, that a floating island was formed when the
goddess Leto saved Apollo by hiding him in its earth. "That is why
it was made to float," he says with apparent credulity (II, 165).
Herodotus provided both the heroics and the farce to make folklore
into history, and history into folklore. As a storyteller, he was a master
of the art of digression, as was Rabelais, and often his most wondrou^
tales emerge spontaneously from the deliberate recitation of official
history. The tales he tells he knows from hear-say reported to him
by his informants, the Egyptian priests. In one tale, Herodotus tells
how the Egyptian Cambyses dispatched an army of 50,000 men to
reduce a warring tribe to submission. The troops left Thebes, but
never arrived, disappearing somewhere in the desert around Oasis.
The priests explained the disappearance thus: the men were swallowed
up by "a southerly wind of extreme violence (that) drove the sand
over them as they were taking their mid-day meal" (II, 185). Such
a fact is stranger than most fictions, but not stranger than Rabelais'
fiction about an entire army marching against King Anarche and
taking shelter during a storm under the huge, beneficent tongue of
Pantagruel.
We have seen already how Rabelais played with the device of
gigantic dimensions. The device is sustained in context of the amazing
folk tale of Pantagruel's mouth by a bizarre understatement. Rabelais'
narrator claims moderately, without exaggeration, that Pantagruel
extended his tongue "seulement a demy," only halfway. As narrator
and teller of such "veritables contes," he enters into the gigantic
mouth to record what it contains. He asserts the novelty of his project:
no one has ever seen this land of twenty-five kingdoms, "sans les
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desers, et ung gros bras de mer" ("besides deserts, and a great arme
of the sea" II, 32, 308). Chief among his discoveries is a countryside
resembling French Touraine where a peasant is busy planting cabbage.
There is nothing new under the sun — the narrator finds that the
peoples of unknown, exotic lands live just like his neighbors at home.
This ironic discovery of sameness behind diversity is the one that
Herodotus made in Egypt, in that land full of deserts and bordered
by a big coastline.
The object of this article has been to study how two texts are
related in the complex way that imitatio entails. If the relation has at
times been coaxed out of particular textual loci, the affinity of
imagination between the two writers would seem palpable. A nexus
of techniques, from allusion to pastiche and borrowing, is involved
in the homage Rabelais paid to Herodotus. Both writers possessed
the immense gift of translating, without traducing, a reality most
fully apprehended in art.
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